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LEMÖRDER quality

OE quality for the aftermarket

Based on decades of experience in the steering and suspension sectors, the LEMÖRDER brand name provides a superior degree of component quality and safety, which is also reflected in its worldwide sales and service organizations. Rest assured that your aftermarket will all have the same level of quality as the original equipment.

The car as a whole

Only products with original equipment quality can ensure safety and absolutely smooth operations. You should therefore insist on original equipment quality for aftermarket as well.

Close cooperation between the car manufacturer and its suppliers provides experience, cutting-edge materials, and guaranteed quality. This in turn provides the highest degree of driving dynamics and pleasure, as well as safety and quality.
Leading car manufacturers around the world rely on the safety, expertise, quality, and dynamics in products with the LEMFÖRDER seal of quality:

Alfa Romeo > Audi > Bentley > BMW > Bugatti > Buick > Cadillac > Chevrolet >
Chrysler > CITROËN > Dacia > DaIHatsu > Dodge > Ferrari > Fiat > Ford > GMC >
Holden > Hyundai > Jaguar > Jeep > Kia > Lamborghini > Lancia > Land Rover >
Lincoln > Maserati > Maybach > Mazda > Mercedes-Benz > Mercury > Mini >
Nissan > Opel > Peugeot > Porsche > Renault > Rolls-Royce > Seat > Skoda >
Smart > Subaru > Tata > Toyota > Vauxhall > Volvo > VW
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Superior quality

Find out yourself – it’s a safe bet.

The LEMFÖRDER brand name sets standards like no other.

In comprehensive tests and field trials, products developed under the LEMFÖRDER brand name are optimized up to Original Equipment standards, including special wear tests under the toughest conditions. This ensures safety and reliability in all situations.

Only where quality is put systematically into practice will service and cost also meet the mark.

We constantly run comparisons. Do it yourself, too – for your safety and that of your customers.

Only the highest quality standards can ensure that control arms, for example, will meet all load-bearing and control requirements.

Despite mandatory testing and validation, safety features differ widely in the aftermarket.
Service-oriented programs

Decades of experience pay off.

Even more than what you expect

Our strong contacts with the automotive industry as well as with dealerships, repair and workshops allow us to tailor our product range in the best possible way to market demands. Our focus is on service-oriented supply in order to optimize repair processes. This naturally applies to all product groups that bear the LEMFÖRDER brand name.
LEMFÖRDER steering and suspension components

All components that we manufacture receive special care in design, production, and assembly.

Axial joint > Axial tie rod > Steering arm > Idler arm > Stabilizer link > Control arm > Tie rod > Tie rod end > Supporting joint > Tension and compression struts

LEMFÖRDER rubber-to-metal components

Special attention is devoted in this area to ensure that all components are designed to have exceptionally long service lives.

Suspension strut mount > Rubber joint disc > Axle support > link mount > Enging and transmission mount
Information expertise

Our know-how benefits our customers.

... > The fast, precise route to optimum results < ......

You can rely on us

We have an intensive working relationship with our customers – we view each other as partners. This means that we don’t just supply vehicle parts, but that our skilled personnel also provide technical and commercial support on site, on the Internet, and via phone, fax or e-mail.

We also support our partners

>> with comprehensive catalogs
>> with online catalogs
>> with marketing support
>> with seminars
>> with technical brochures
People generate confidence

LEMFÖRDER is the brand name of a globally operative, expansive, market-oriented service company. This name stands for steering and suspension expertise in the replacement parts market.

We owe this status not least of all to the confidence that our customers and business partners have in our joint projects. Our expertise has already earned us a position on the market that will ensure us ongoing, healthy growth in the future as well. It goes without saying that the decisive factor here is the quality of our products and services.

Our staff

– committed, creative, motivated. These traits form the basis for making your wishes become reality.

Our worldwide presence makes flexible working times a must, so we’re used to working across different time zones.

As a company that is constantly learning, we look forward to handling the challenges that you present us.

Our goal is achieved when you, the customer, are satisfied.